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Introduction
According to Canadian Cancer Society, in 2017, about 72 Canadian women were
diagnosed with breast cancer everyday. Despite of its high incidence, the mortality
rate of breast cancer has in fact been declining since the mid-1980s. This
improvement in statistics is attributed to the impact of advancing screening
techniques and the resulting increasing cases of early diagnosis.
The application of deep learning in oncology has always been a study of focus due to
its potential impact on the human society. In the field of assisted cancer diagnosis,
the involvement of machine learning in disease diagnosis is expected to give
physicians a second opinion and help them make quicker/better diagnosis.
Google's DNN system has in fact achieved a dermatologist level of accuracy at
identifying deadline skin cancers, suggesting that accessibility of cancer diagnosis can
potentially be extended beyond medical clinics.
This application employs the DeepLearning package to train a DNN classifier with one
of the Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) Data Sets and uses the classifier to
predict the diagnosis of a breast mass with 30 real, numeric input values that
characterize cell nucleus properties of the breast mass. The major focus in this field is
to apply natural image classification techniques and perform the
classification/prediction directly from the digital image. However, for the purposes of
demonstrating the basic techniques, this application performs breast cancer
classification with numeric data computed from digitalized image of a fine needle
aspirate (FNA) of a breast mass.
Overview of the data set:
The first column (of the dataset) is the ID code of patients, which is not
considered in the training process.

The second column is the Diagnosis, where 1 indicates Malignant and 0
indicates Benign.
The rest of the columns are 30 real numeric values that indicates physical
measurements of the cell nucleus. For each cell nucleus, ten properties
including radius, texture, perimeter, area, smoothness, compactness,
concavity, symmetry and fractal dimension are measured. The mean,
standard error and largest values of those ten properties are calculated,

References: Original Dataset accessible at wdbc.data (UCI Machine Learning
Repository)
Source information and complete documentation about the dataset can
be found at wdbc.names

Import Data
> restart;
> train_data := Import("this:///wdbc_train.csv"):
> test_data:= Import("this:///wdbc_test.csv"):
> cols := ["ID number", "Diagonosis", "radius", "texture", "perimeter", "area", "smoothness",
"compactness", "concavity", "concave_points", "symmetry", "fractal_dimension",
"radius_SE", "texture_SE", "perimeter_SE", "area_SE", "smoothness_SE", "compactness_SE" ,
"concavity_SE", "concave_points_SE", "symmetry_SE", "fractal_dimension_SE",
"worst_radius", "worst_texture", "worst_perimeter", "worst_area", "worst_smoothness",
"worst_compactness", "worst_concavity", "worst_concave_points", "worst_symmetry",
"worst_fractal_dimension"]:
> train_data:=DataFrame(train_data, columns=cols);
(2.1)

> test_data:=DataFrame(test_data, columns=cols);
(2.2)

The dataset has 569 instances, 455 are used for training and 114 are used for
validation/testing (ratio 8:2).

Training and evaluating the Deep Neural Network Classifier
> with(DeepLearning):
> fc := [seq(NumericColumn(u, shape=[1]), u in cols[3..])]:

We set three hidden layers in our model with 20, 40, 20 nodes on each layer
respectively, num_classes is the number of resulting classes we want in the final
classification step, which is two in this case (i.e. benign or malignant).
> classifier := DNNClassifier(fc, hidden_units = [20, 40, 20], num_classes = 2):
> classifier:-Train(train_data[3..32], train_data[2], steps =256, num_epochs = 3, shuffle = true):

We specify that the entire dataset would be passed to the model for three times and
each iteration is consist of 256 steps. In addition, data batches for training will be
created by randomly shuffling the tensors. (please refer to hyperparamter
optimization for details, remember this application is for demonstration purpose)
NOTE that, the initial weights of the neural network are selected randomly, which
means that each time we run the train command (with a fixed input data), we get a
slightly different model, thus producing different accuracy and prediction results
below.
Now the training process is complete, we can use the validation set to test the
effectiveness of our model, as we can see the accuracy is ~ 92.14% in this case.
Evaluation indices like accuracy baseline, average loss can also help us decide if we
want to further adjust the architecture of the network model. Note that in general,
we want to avoid tweaking the model architecture too much to prevent overfitting.
> classifier:-Evaluate(test_data[3..32],test_data[2], steps = 32);

(3.1)

> predictor := proc (ds) classifier:-Predict(Transpose(DataFrame(ds)), num_epochs = 1, shuffle =
false)[1] end proc;
(4.1)

Above we have built a predictor function that takes an arbitrary set of measurements

as a DataSeries and returns a prediction generated by the trained DNN classifier. Now
we can pass a the predictor a DataSeries containing physical traits that characterize a
single cell nucleus from a breast mass sample, and use it to predict whether the
breast mass is benign or malignant.
> ds := DataSeries([11.49, 14.59, 73.99, 404.9, 0.1046, 8.23E-02, 5.31E-02, 1.97E-02, 0.1779,
6.57E-02, 0.2034, 1.166, 1.567, 14.34, 4.96E-03, 2.11E-02, 4.16E-02, 8.04E-03, 1.84E-02,
3.61E-03, 12.4, 21.9, 82.04, 467.6, 0.1352, 0.201, 0.2596, 7.43E-02, 0.2941, 9.18E-02], labels =
cols[3..]);

(4.2)

> predictor(ds);

(4.3)

The output indicates that the probability of this breast mass cell being benign
(class_id[0]) is ~90.79% according to our predictive model.

